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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Overview 

Eklutna Inc. is proposing to create a master plan for Parcel 051-182-01-000-06 under 

Anchorage Municipal Code (AMC) 21.40.250.  The site contains approximately 68 acres of 

undeveloped lands and is legally described as the portions of the northeast quarter of 

Section 17, T15N R1W, Seward Meridian, lying southeast of the Glenn Highway.  The 

property sits on the northeast side of Eagle River and is south of the New Glenn Highway 

(Figure1).   

Eagle River is continuing to develop and mature as a community.  The Anchorage Bowl has 

limited undeveloped lands remaining to meet needs for future residential and commercial 

development.  Lands in Eagle River are expected to play a significant role in meeting future 

development needs for the Greater Anchorage Area.  Although the Eagle River area currently 

has a rural character with most residents employed in Anchorage, future residential 

development is expected to increase in density in the central portion of the Eagle River area.  

Commercial development is expected to continue to focus on businesses that meet local retail 

and commercial needs.  With this continued growth it is becoming increasingly important to 

maintain recreational lands.  This master plan is designed to establish zoning districts, 

development standards, and other land use controls, as needed to guide development in the 

Eklutna - Chugiak district in a manner that addresses the site specific needs of the area.   

1.2 Property Description 

The property proposed for inclusion in the Eklutna-Chugiak Master Plan under this master 

plan is Parcel 051-182-01-000-06 and contains approximately 68 acres.  This parcel is 

located south of the New Glenn Highway (Figure 1).   

1.3 Land Ownership and Use 

The site is owned by Eklutna Inc., a local Native corporation established under the Alaska 

Native Claims Settlement Act.  The Eklutna-Chugiak Site is located within the Municipality 

of Anchorage (MOA) and is subject to Title 21 Land Use Planning of the AMC.  The 

Eklutna-Chugiak Site is zoned Planned Community (PC).  The areas surrounding the site are 

zoned a mixture of Public Land and Institutions (PLI), Public Land and Institutions-Parks 
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(PLI-p), and PC (Figure 2).  The area across the Glenn Highway from the site is zoned R-6.  

The PLI district adjacent to the east is an MOA natural resource extraction site and the other 

adjacent PLI area to the south is owned by the Chugiak Benefit Association.  The 2.8-acre 

site has a school located on the southeastern edge of the property, along the Old Glenn 

Highway.  The PLI-p area to the east is the Loretta French Park.  The PC district to the south 

of the site is also owned by Eklutna Inc.   

2.0 EXISTING CONDITIONS 

This section describes the existing conditions on the site.   

2.1 Surficial Geology 

Surficial geology refers to unconsolidated materials that have collected on the surface of the 

land.  These materials or deposits are classified according to their grain size and sorting, or 

the range of grain sizes within a particular sample.  The unconsolidated materials in this 

region of the Anchorage Bowl were deposited within the last one-million years, with the 

majority coming to rest here as a result of the last glaciations that occurred between 10,000 

and 25,000 years ago.   

Surficial deposits are grossly organized into three main categories:  coarse grain deposits, 

fine grain deposits, and mixed course-grained and fine grained deposits.  The surficial 

geology of the site contains deposits that fit into two of these categories, coarse grained and 

fine grained deposits.   

Coarse-Grained Deposits 

A - Alluviam.  These deposits generally contain large amounts of well-drained aggregates that 

create favorable foundation conditions.  These deposits typically have moderate water 

quantities for well extraction.   

G - Glacial Alluviam.  These deposits are generally composed of gravel and sand and are 

more poorly-sorted than other types of alluviam.  Usually well-draining, these deposits are 

suitable for foundations.  Smaller quantities of well water are available from these areas.   
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Fine-Grained Deposits 

P - Pond and Bog Deposits.  A mix of peat, clay, silt, and other organics, these deposits are 

common to depressions caused by glacial activity.  These deposit areas are poorly drained and 

do not provide a well water source.  These geologic units are not well suited for construction 

and development without remedial actions to introduce more structurally sound material.   

2.2 Soils 

Soils are an important element of any site development process.  Because soils have both 

structural and hydrological characteristics, understanding soil types helps determine the 

appropriate land uses for a given area.  The structural characteristics of soils determine what 

types of structures can be safely constructed on a site, while hydrological characteristics can be 

used to plan for storm water management.   

The soils map (Figure 3) illustrates the location of the soil types as mapped by the United 

States Department of Agriculture, Natural Resources Conservation Service in 2001.  Table 1 

below indicates the limitations that these soil types pose for the various types of development 

described.  With regard to the information appearing in the table, shallow excavations refer to 

those occurring during the installation of utilities, basements, and cemeteries.  Dwellings are 

single-family houses of three stories or less.  Small commercial buildings are those not 

exceeding three stories in height and do not have basements.  Local roads and streets are 

constructed of all-weather material and carry automobile and light truck traffic all year.  Soil 

limitations are described as not limited, somewhat limited, and very limited, with the reason for 

these limitations following the colon.   

As shown on Figure 3, the soils on the site are a mixture of soils that have a range of 

limitations, the most significant of which are steep slopes and a high water table.  The soils 

with the fewest development limitations are the Deception Estelle Kichatna, 0-7 percent Slope; 

Deception Estelle Kichatna, Complex, Undulating and Hilly; and the Kashwitna-Estelle 

Kichatna, Undulating.  However, the Kashwitna-Estelle Kichatna, Undulating soil is located in 

a wetlands, therefore this soil is undevelopable.   

Half of the soils on the site are considered difficult to develop.  Soils that are good for 

development cover the other half of the site.   
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Table 1:  Soil Types on Eklutna-Chugiak Site 

Soil Name 
and 

Map Symbol 

Dwellings 
with 

Basements 

Dwellings 
without 

Basements 

Small 
Commercial 

Buildings 
Shallow 

Excavations 

Local Roads 
and 

Streets 

Camp 
and 

Picnic Areas Playgrounds 

Foot 
and 

ATV Trails 

Doroshin 
Peat, 

0-7% Slope 

Very 
limited:  

high water 
table, 

subsidence 

Very limited:  
high water 

table, organic 
material 

subsidence 

Very limited:  
high water 

table, organic 
material 

subsidence 

Very limited:  
depth to 

saturated zone, 
cutbanks cave, 

content of 
organic matter 

Very limited:  
depth to 
saturated 

zone, frost 
action, 

subsidence 

Very limited:  
high water 

table, 
subsidence 

Very limited:  
high water 

table, 
subsidence 

Very limited:  
high water 

table, 
subsidence 

Gravel 
Pits: 

Not rated Not rated Not rated Not rated Not Rated Not Rated Not Rated Not Rated 

Deception 
Estelle 

Kichatna, 
0-7% Slope 

Not Limited Not Limited 
Somewhat 

Limited:  slope 

Somewhat 
Limited:  

cutbanks cave 

Somewhat 
Limited:  

frost action 

Somewhat 
Limited:  silty 
surface - dusty 

when 
dry/slippery 
when wet 

Somewhat 
Limited:  slope, 
silty surface - 
dusty when 
dry/slippery 
when wet 

Somewhat 
Limited:  silty 
surface - dusty 

when 
dry/slippery 
when wet 

Deception 
Estelle 

Kichatna, 
Complex, 

Undulating 
and Hilly 

Somewhat 
Limited:  

slope 

Somewhat 
Limited:  

slope 

Somewhat 
Limited:  slope 

Somewhat 
Limited:  

cutbanks cave 

Very 
Limited:  

frost action, 
slope 

Somewhat 
Limited:  silty 
surface - dusty 

when 
dry/slippery 
when wet 

Very Limited:  
slope,  silty 

surface - dusty 
when 

dry/slippery 
when wet 

Somewhat 
Limited:  silty 
surface - dusty 

when 
dry/slippery 
when wet 

Kashwitna-
Estelle 

Kichatna, 
Undulating 

Not Limited Not Limited 
Somewhat 

Limited:  slope 
Very Limited:  
cutbanks cave 

Very 
Limited:  

frost action 

Somewhat 
Limited:  silty 
surface - dusty 

when 
dry/slippery 
when wet 

Somewhat 
Limited:  slope, 
silty surface - 
dusty when 
dry/slippery 
when wet 

Somewhat 
Limited:  silty 
surface - dusty 

when 
dry/slippery 
when wet 

Deception 
Estelle 

Kichatna, 
Complex, 

45-85% Slope 

Somewhat 
Limited:  

slope 

Somewhat 
Limited:  

slope 

Somewhat 
Limited:  slope 

Very  Limited:  
slope,  cutbanks 

cave 

Very 
Limited:  

frost action, 
slope 

Very Limited:  
slope, silty 

surface - dusty 
when 

dry/slippery 
when wet 

Very Limited:  
slope,  silty 

surface - dusty 
when 

dry/slippery 
when wet 

Somewhat 
Limited:  silty 
surface - dusty 

when 
dry/slippery 
when wet 
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2.3 Topography 

The site is steepest in the southeast corner and is flatter from the northwest through the 

southwest portions (Figure 4).  There are several steep drops in topography in the southeast 

corner, which is the highest point sitting at 380 feet.  This corner falls 90 feet to the 

northwest then rises 50 feet and then falls again to 60 feet in a span of approximately 865 

feet.  Along the northeast property line to the southwest, following Glenn Highway, the 

elevation only fluctuates 10 feet, from 230 feet to 240 feet elevation. 

2.4 Seismic/Mass Wasting Considerations 

A fault zone runs through the southwest corner of the site.  With regard to land development 

decisions, extra precautions may be appropriate for those areas identified as moderately 

susceptible to ground failure.  Mass wasting refers to the movement of large quantities of 

earth under gravitational force.  Examples of mass wasting include landslides, avalanches, 

coastal flooding and erosion, and tsunami hazards.  The entire site has been identified as 

having a low to moderate ground failure susceptibility.   

2.5 Vegetation 

Vegetation offers many advantages to a property including windbreaks, shade, air pollution 

reduction, noise mitigation, water conservation, and screening.  The majority of forest types 

present on the site can be classified as follows:  closed forest, closed black spruce and 

mountain hemlock forest, and fresh water wetlands.  The closed forest consists of coniferous 

white spruce, black spruce, alder, and deciduous mixed.  The closed black spruce and 

mountain hemlock forest consist of black spruce, and coniferous white spruce.  The fresh 

water wetlands consist of sphagnum-shrub bog and black spruce. 

2.6 Wetlands 

The Anchorage Wetlands Management Plan (AWMP) contains an inventory of wetlands that 

occur within the boundaries of the MOA.  Using a classification system, this plan categorizes 

each of the inventoried wetlands with regard to their habitat value and development potential.  

The plan is intended to serve as a guide for development decisions.   
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Wetlands are designated as “A,” “B,” and “C” in the AWMP, with “A” wetlands being 

highly valued natural system resources best left in an undeveloped, undisturbed state.   

The wetlands found on this site is designated as Class A wetlands in the AWMP (Figure 5).  

These areas have high values for hydrology and wildlife habitat functions and are considered 

most valuable in an undisturbed state.   

The AWMP identifies this wetlands as Unit 120.  The “Management Guidelines” section of 

the AWMP discusses policies on developing this type of wetlands and states that these 

wetlands should generally not be developed, cleared, or otherwise altered.  Minor 

encroachments into “A” sites may be allowed if the site is the only practicable alternative 

location for such use and may include such projects as utility, road or trail crossings, or 

minor amenities.   

2.7 Wildlife 

The Eagle River Valley provides important wildlife habitat as a largely untouched corridor 

from the alpine meadows within Chugach State Park to the tidal flats of Knik Arm.  This 

valley has a significant diversity of wildlife from the larger mammals to populations of 

smaller mammals.  Additionally, a variety of raptors and other birds are commonly observed.   

While moose roam the entire valley throughout the year, their presence is most common 

during the winter when an abundant food, such as willow, is found.  Other mammals, such as 

wolves, and brown and black bears, may also be found in the area.   

The site has not been identified as having any unique habitat values.   

2.8 Drainage 

The topography of the site shows that the site drains from east to west.  In approximately the 

middle of the site, the flow concentrates as the headwaters of Mink Creek, which then runs 

west and northwest under the Glenn Highway.  There is another waterway south of Mink 

Creek which flows west then south off of the site.  
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2.9 Existing Infrastructure 

Since the site is currently undeveloped, there are no existing roads or utilities within the 

project area.  The site is currently accessed by an unclassified access road off the Old Glenn 

Highway.  An existing power line runs along edge of site following Glenn Highway.  Fiber-

optic cable runs along west side of Kerbow Lane.   

3.0 PROPOSED LAND USES 

3.1 Zoning Districts 

This master plan proposes three Eklutna-Chugiak Site zoning districts (Figure 6).  The 

districts are designed to emulate existing districts within AMC Title 21.  The use of zoning 

districts that are similar to other existing districts in the MOA and are recognized by most 

people should reduce the confusion that has taken place with other PC districts.  The MOA 

current supplemental district regulations (AMC 21.45) are included in Appendix C for 

reference.  The districts are summarized below:   

Eklutna-Chugiak PC1 (EPC)-PC1 - Open Space/Recreation:  Eklutna-Chugiak Open 

Space/Recreation is intended to designate open spaces and wetlands that accommodate 

greenbelt or buffer purposes, as well as recreation and commercial recreation uses.  Permitted 

uses will preserve and protect these open spaces, while allowing for compatible recreational 

uses.   

The wetland areas may be retained by Eklutna Inc. for possible use as wetlands mitigation for 

the overall site development plan, and any permanent conservation of or dedication of these 

lands would only occur under terms mutually acceptable to the MOA, the United States 

Army Corp of Engineers, and Eklutna Inc.   

EPC-PC2 - Natural Resource Extraction/Fill: Eklutna-Chugiak Natural Resource 

Extraction/Fill is intended to designate fill areas to maximize the development of the site.   

EPC-PC3 - Industrial/Commercial:  Eklutna-Chugiak Industrial/Commercial is intended 

primarily for urban and suburban light manufacturing, storage, wholesale and distributions 

operations, and limited commercial uses.   
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The master plan allocates the 68 acres within the Eklutna-Chugiak Site to the zoning districts 

as shown in Table 2.  Approximately 40 percent of the area is identified for Open 

Space/Recreation development.  Another 45 percent is allocated to Natural Resource 

Extraction/Fill.  Finally, 15 percent is dedicated for industrial/commercial use.   

Table 2:  Proposed Zoning Districts 

Zoning District Acres 

EPC-PC1 27 
EPC-PC2 31 
EPC-PC3 10 
Total Area 68 

In the short term, the site will be used as a fill location to bring deep ravines up to a level 

surface.  This use is expected to last approximately five to ten years.  A review of the site 

will occur every five years.  The fill site will be well maintained with regular stabilization 

and re-vegetation of completed areas of the fill site, as they occur.   

The long-term use of this site is expected to consist of open space and commercial recreation.  

Proposed long-term development will occur from 2020 to 2030.   

3.2 Proposed Infrastructure 

Currently, there is no direct road access or infrastructure on the site.  After fill of the site is 

complete, the site will be revisited to determine permanent placement of roads, based upon 

final use of the site.  For the short term, the proposed Eklutna-Chugiak Site will share road 

access via an existing drive aisle that currently serves as access to Loretta French Park and a 

MOA natural resource extraction site, also used as an industrial storage yard.  Eklutna Inc. 

will pave a portion of this road to mitigate dust production.   

Based on the low intensity and recreational or institutional nature of permitted development, 

it is assumed that on-site water and waste water systems will be developed to serve the site.  

Site development will maintain hydrologic flows toward Mink Creek and maintain the 

existing drainage divide.  
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4.0 DEVELOPMENT PHASING 

Initial development is anticipated to begin this fall and would focus on natural resource 

extraction as a fill operation.  Alaska Aggregate Products (AAP) will be the fill operators on 

the site.   The fill operation is expected  to last for three to five years and to accommodate 1.5 

to 2 million yards of fill to result in a more level area along the east side of the property.  

This will provide a legal, well-controlled site for the disposal of peat, clay, silty soils, hydro-

axed materials, tree fragments, stumps, turf, and other organics associated with permitted 

clearing and grubbing operations.  This could include wood chips from grinding operations 

and concrete remnants related to demolition, concrete testing, or construction site cleanup.  

Such a site will reduce disposal of these materials at the MOA Landfill, enhancing its long-

term capacity for the community.   

The site will be developed with downstream wetlands in mind.  An earthen berm will be 

placed on the southern end of the site to mitigate any possibility of unwanted materials 

entering the wetlands.  The earthen berm will act as a kind of filtration system that will allow 

site rain water to pass through.  Strict compliance with MOA and Environmental Protection 

Agency water quality standards will be followed. 

This site will be developed from the northeast corner of the lot in a southerly direction for 

approximately 100 feet and then fill will move to the west until filled in to the western slope 

that designated the fill area.  Upon completion of the westward fill, the operation will 

continue south until the permitted fill area is reached.  Equipment and manpower used in this 

operation will be an equipment operator on a bull dozer and an individual in the scale 

house/office.  The office will be a portable, 8-foot by 10-foot structure to minimize on-site 

semi-permanent structures.  

Site fueling and lubing operations will take place on Kerbow Lane to eliminate any 

possibility of petroleum distillates entering the fill area.  Spill clean-up kits will be located on 

the equipment and in the office.  Alaska Interstate Construction (AIC), AAP’s parent 

company, is ISO 9001 compliant, which is a worldwide standard of environmental 

management.  AAP a subsidiary of AIC will comply with ISO 9001 regulations as well as 

local, state, and federal government environmental management requirements.  
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Long-term development includes open space and recreation uses, commercial recreation 

facilities, and industrial and commercial facilities.  Areas not developed will retain natural 

vegetation, or if disturbed will be re-vegetated with mature, non-invasive species.   

5.0 EFFECTS OF THIS DEVELOPMENT 

The proposed development under this master plan is consistent with the Anchorage Bowl 

Comprehensive 2020 Plan (ABC 2020 Plan), the Chugiak-Eagle River Comprehensive Plan 

(CERC Plan), and with other MOA planning standards.  Development of the master plan 

area, in accordance with the proposed zoning districts and development standards outlined 

previously, is intended to provide wetlands mitigation, open space and recreational 

opportunities, and industrial and commercial opportunities for the Chugiak-Eagle River 

District.   

The ABC 2020 Plan identifies the Chugiak-Eagle River as becoming a more self-contained 

community with local-serving retail and support services.  The proposed development is in 

line with this goal as it would provide the opportunity for commercial and industrial services, 

as well as providing local recreational opportunities.   

The CERC Plan addresses the retention of open space, recreational opportunities, and 

wetlands preservation by setting forth a goal to establish an integrated open space and 

greenways network that effectively links parks, recreational facilities, schools, residential and 

commercial areas, which includes ecologically valuable open space lands and scenic vistas.  

The proposed development would be consistent with this by preserving valuable wetlands 

and open space, and links the MOA owned Loretta French Park to additional recreational 

opportunities and open space.   

The development is also consistent with the CERC Plan goal of providing a wide range of 

recreational opportunities to all segments of the community by providing the opportunity for 

various commercial recreational activities.   
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Based on the low intensity and recreational or institutional nature of permitted development, 

it is assumed that on-site water and waste water systems will be developed to serve the site.  

Due to the low density of the development plan it is not expected that this development will 

substantially increase demand upon public services such as the fire department, the police 

department, or schools.  It is also not expected that major traffic impacts will occur as a result 

of this project. 

The development is consistent with MOA planning policies and the CERC Plan, and is 

believed to promote Chugiak’s and Eagle River’s preservation of valuable resources and 

open space needs, therefore enhancing the quality of life for the area’s residents.   
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DRAFT ASSEMBLY ORDINANCE  
 



Submitted by: Chair of the Assembly at 1 

the Request of the Mayor 2 

Prepared by: Planning Department  3 

For reading:                                 , 2008  4 

ANCHORAGE, ALASKA 5 

AO No. 2008-_____ 6 

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING ANCHORAGE ZONING MAP TO AMEND THE 7 

PC (PLANNED COMMUNITY DISTRICT) TO EPC-PC, EPC-OS, AND EPC-IC 8 

FOR THE PORTIONS OF THE NORTHEAST 1/4 OF SECTION 17, T15N R1W, 9 

SERWARD MERIDIAN, LYING SOUTHEAST OF THE GLENN HIGHWAY. 10 

(Birchwood Community Council) (Planning and Zoning Case 2008-xxx) 11 

THE ANCHORAGE ASSEMBLY ORDAINS: 12 

Section 1. The Master Plan for the Planned Community (PC) District for Parcel 051-13 

182-01-000-06, located at the portions of the northeast 1/4 of Section 17, 14 

T15N R1W, Seward Meridian, lying southeast of the Glenn Highway, is 15 

hereby amended as set forth in the following sections.  16 

Section 2. Development of the PC district on parcel 051-182-01-000-06 shall proceed 17 

in substantial conformance with the Eklutna-Chugiak Site Master Plan 18 

dated August 2008, prepared by DOWL Engineers for Eklutna Inc. The 19 

Master Plan text, tables and maps are adopted and incorporated by 20 

reference as part of this ordinance. The zoning districts identified in the 21 

plan represent the development areas for the master plan area. The zoning 22 

districts shown in Figure 6 of the 2008 Eklutna-Chugiak Site Master Plan 23 

and the district regulations as described in Section 3 below identify the 24 

permitted and conditional uses for each district.  25 

Zoning District Acres 

EPC-PC1 27 

EPC-PC2 31 

EPC-PC3 10 

Total Area 68 

Section 3. The following zoning districts are adopted for the Eklutna-Chugiak Site 26 

development areas, as illustrated in Figure 6. The districts are designed to 27 

be similar zoning districts within Anchorage Municipal Code (AMC) Title 28 

21. Where title 21 sections are referenced, the provisions shall be those in 29 

Title 21 at the time of the adoption of this ordinance. 30 

   31 
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EPC-PC-1 Open Space/Recreation  1 

A.  Intent. The open space district is intended to designate open spaces and 2 

wetlands that may serve as greenbelts or buffers. Permitted uses and 3 

accessory uses preserve and protect these open spaces while allowing for 4 

compatible recreational uses.  5 

B. Permitted principal uses and structures. Permitted principal uses and 6 

structures are as follow:  7 

1. Parks, parkways and greenbelts, land reserves, open space, trails and 8 

related facilities. 9 

2. Private recreation facilities, including private golf courses, 10 

playgrounds, play fields, private recreation centers, private equestrian 11 

facilities, arenas and the like.  12 

3. Utility and transportation facilities. 13 

4. Local snow storage.  14 

5. Non-motorized sports facilities.  15 

C. Permitted accessory uses and structures. Permitted accessory uses and 16 

structures are as follows: 17 

1. Uses and structures necessary or desirable adjuncts to permitted 18 

principal uses and structures, where such accessory uses or structures 19 

are under the management or control of the organization or agency 20 

responsible for the permitted principal use or structure. 21 

D.  Conditional uses. Permitted conditional uses area s follows:  22 

1. Commercial recreational uses, including non-residential structures 23 

associated with such commercial recreation uses, for a period of time 24 

determined by the planning and zoning commission.  25 

2. Commercial Greenhouses. 26 

E.  Minimum Yard Requirements. 25 feet front, side, and rear. 27 

F. Maximum Lot Coverage. Maximum lot coverage by structures is 25 28 

percent.  29 

G.  Maximum Height of Structure. Maximum height of all structures shall not 30 

exceed 35 feet in height. 31 
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H  Signs. Signs may be allowed in connection with any permitted use, subject 1 

to the provisions in chapter 21.47, at the time of adoption of this ordinance. 2 

I.  Parking. Adequate off-street parking shall be provided in connection with 3 

any permitted use, as specified in section 21.45.080, at the time of adoption 4 

of this ordinance. 5 

J.  Loading facilities. Where applicable, off street loading facilities shall be 6 

provided in accordance with the provisions of section 21.45.090, at the 7 

time of adoption of this ordinance. 8 

K.  Landscaping. Natural vegetation to be maintained to the extent practicable. 9 

All areas not devoted to buildings, structures, drives, walks, off-street 10 

parking areas, and usable yard areas shall be planted with visual 11 

enhancement landscaping as defined in section 21.45.125, at the time of 12 

adoption of this ordinance. All unoccupied open space areas may be 13 

retained in their natural state.  14 

Section 4. EPC-PC-2 Natural Resource Extraction / Fill 15 

A.  Intent. The natural resource extraction / fill district is intended to designate 16 

fill areas to maximize the development of the site.  17 

B. Permitted principal uses and structures. Permitted principal uses and 18 

structures are as follow:  19 

1. Parks, parkways and greenbelts, land reserves, open space, trails and 20 

related facilities. 21 

2. Private recreation facilities, including private golf courses, 22 

playgrounds, play fields, private recreation centers, private equestrian 23 

facilities, arenas and the like.  24 

3. Cemeteries, subject to the standards set forth in section 21.50.140. 25 

4. Public Greenhouses and nurseries  26 

5. Natural Resource Extraction as described in Section 6. 27 

6. Commercial recreational uses, including non-residential structures 28 

associated with such commercial recreation uses, for a period of time 29 

determined by the planning and zoning commission. 30 

7. Snow disposal site. 31 

  32 
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C. Conditional uses. Subject to the requirements of the conditional use 1 

standards and procedures of chapter 21.50 at the time of adoption of this 2 

ordinance, the  following uses may be permitted: 3 

1. Motorized and non-motorized sports facilities.  4 

D. Permitted accessory uses and structures. Permitted accessory uses and 5 

structures are as follows: 6 

1. Crematoriums and mausoleums as accessory uses to permitted 7 

cemeteries. 8 

2. Uses and structures necessary or desirable adjuncts to permitted 9 

principal uses and structures, where such accessory uses or structures 10 

are under the management or control of the organization or agency 11 

responsible for the permitted principal use or structure. 12 

E.  Prohibited uses and structures. The following uses and structures are 13 

prohibited: 14 

1. Any use causing, or reasonably expected to cause, excessive noise, 15 

vibration, smoke, dust or other particulate matter, toxic, or noxious 16 

matter, humidity, heat or glare at or beyond any lot line of the lot on 17 

which it is  located. The term “excessive”, for the purpose of this 18 

subsection, means to a degree exceeding that generated by uses 19 

permitted in the district in their customary manner of operations, or to a 20 

degree injurious to the public health, safety, welfare or convenience. 21 

F. Minimum Lot Requirements. Minimum lot requirements are as follows: 22 

1. Lot width: 100 feet 23 

2. Lot Area: 15,000 square feet 24 

G.  Minimum Yard Requirements. 25 feet front, side, and rear. 25 

H.  Maximum height. Maximum height of all structures shall not exceed 35 26 

feet in height. 27 

I.  Maximum lot coverage. Maximum lot coverage by all buildings is 25 28 

percent. 29 

  30 
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J.  Signs. Signs may be allowed in connection with any permitted use, subject 1 

to the provisions in chapter 21.47, at the time of adoption of this ordinance. 2 

K.  Parking. Adequate off-street parking shall be provided in connection with 3 

any permitted use, as specified in section 21.45.080, at the time of adoption 4 

of this ordinance. 5 

L.  Loading facilities. Adequate off street loading facilities shall be provided 6 

in connection with any permitted use, with the minimum for each use to be 7 

provided as required in section 21.45.090, at the time of adoption of this 8 

ordinance. 9 

M.  Landscaping. A minimum of 15 percent of the area of each development 10 

site shall be maintained with live vegetative cover.  11 

Section 5. EPC-PC-3 Industrial / Commercial 12 

A.  Intent. The Industrial / Commercial district is intended for suburban light 13 

to moderate manufacturing, wholesale and distribution and 14 

commercial/retail uses.  15 

B. Permitted principal uses and structures. Permitted principal uses and 16 

structures are as follow:  17 

1. Farm equipment and garden supply stores. 18 

2. Lumberyards and builders’ supply and storage. 19 

3. Plant nurseries. 20 

4. Funeral services, including crematoriums. 21 

5. Veterinarian clinics and boarding kennels, provided that such activity 22 

shall be conducted within a completely enclosed building, except that 23 

outdoor exercise yards accessory to such uses may be permitted.  24 

6. Snow disposal sites subject to the conditional use standards for snow 25 

disposal sites and an annual administrative permit.   26 

7.  Metal working or welding shops. 27 

8. Steel fabrication shops or yards. 28 

9. Vocational or trade schools. 29 

10. Warehousing. 30 

11. Self-storage facility. 31 
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12. Industrial storage yard, equipment, materials and outdoor storage. 1 

13. Motorized and non-motorized sports facilities.  2 

14. Retail facilities for sports, recreations and related uses. 3 

15. Commercial recreation establishments. 4 

C. Permitted accessory uses and structures. Permitted accessory uses and 5 

structures are as follows: 6 

1.  Uses and structures necessary or desirable adjuncts to permitted 7 

principal uses and structures, where such accessory uses or structures 8 

are under the management or control of the organization or agency 9 

responsible for the permitted principal use or structure. 10 

2. In the same structure with a permitted principal use, one dwelling unit 11 

may be occupied as an accessory use.  12 

3. Antennas without tower structures, type 1, 2, 3, and 4 community 13 

interests and local interest towers as specified in the supplementary 14 

district regulations. 15 

D. Conditional uses. Subject to the requirements of the conditional use 16 

standards and procedures of chapter 21.50 at the time of adoption, the 17 

following uses may be permitted: 18 

1. Natural resource extraction on tracts not less than 5 acres. 19 

2. Junkyards and salvage yards. 20 

E. Minimum Lot Requirements 21 

1. Table: 22 

Lot Width As determined by the platting requirements 

Lot Area As determined by the platting requirements 

F.  Minimum Yard Requirements. 23 

1. Table: 24 

Front Yard Ten feet, if adjacent to a residential district; otherwise none. 

Side Yard. Ten feet, if adjacent to a residential district; otherwise none. 

Rear Yard. Ten feet, if adjacent to a residential district; otherwise none. 
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G.  Maximum lot coverage. Maximum lot coverage by all buildings is 30 1 

percent or the lot coverage requirements of the adjacent use district, 2 

whichever is less. 3 

H.  Maximum height. Maximum height of all structures shall not exceed 35 4 

feet in height. 5 

I.  Signs. Signs may be allowed in connection with any permitted use, subject 6 

to the provisions in chapter 21.47, at the time of adoption of this ordinance. 7 

J.  Parking. Adequate off-street parking shall be provided in connection with 8 

any permitted use, as specified in section 21.45.080, at the time of adoption 9 

of this ordinance. 10 

K.  Loading facilities. Adequate off street loading facilities shall be provided 11 

in connection with any permitted use, with the minimum for each use to be 12 

provided as required in section 21.45.090, at the time of adoption of this 13 

ordinance. 14 

L.  Landscaping. All areas not devoted to buildings, structures, drives, walks, 15 

off-street parking areas, and usable yard areas shall be planted with visual 16 

enhancement landscaping as defined in section 21.45.125, at the time of 17 

adoption of this ordinance. All unoccupied or undeveloped areas may be 18 

retained in their natural state.  19 

Section 6.  20 

A. Natural Resource Extraction  21 

1. Natural resource extraction on the Eklutna-Chugiak Site is to consist of 22 

fill projects only. There shall be authorized personnel on-site whenever 23 

there are deposits to the site and will be responsible for counting loads, 24 

directing placement of fill, and maintaining clean roads. They shall 25 

have explicit authority to direct road clean up and can call on a grader, 26 

sweeper, and/or water truck as needed.  27 

Acceptable/allowed materials include:  28 

Peat  29 

Clay 30 

Silty soils 31 
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Hydro-axed materials 1 

Tree fragments, stumps, turf, and other organics associated with 2 

permitted clearing and grubbing operations, including wood chips from 3 

grinding operations. 4 

Concrete remnants related to demolition, concrete testing or 5 

construction site clean-up. 6 

Materials not accepted include: 7 

Asphalt 8 

Hazardous or contaminated materials 9 

Grass clippings 10 

Trash/garbage 11 

2. The applicant shall identify contact people to respond to public 12 

inquiries. The numbers of the contact people shall be provided to the 13 

Chair of the Community Council and to the Manager of Land Use 14 

Enforcement. The Community Council chairman and Land Use 15 

Enforcement shall be notified of any change in the contact personnel or 16 

business telephone number(s).  17 

3. The petitioner must comply with all applicable MOA standards 18 

applicable to fill operations.  In addition, the Commission may further 19 

restrict activities on the site through conditions addressing hours of 20 

operation, truck routes, dust control, soil stabilization storm water 21 

drainage, etc.   22 

4. Dust mitigation plans on public roadways and on the roadways within 23 

the site shall be submitted and approved by the Department of Health 24 

and Environmental Protection and the Municipal Planning Department 25 

as well as the methods to control spillage and clean up of the public 26 

roads shall be submitted to ensure that the tracking of peat on the 27 

Eklutna Planned Community site shall be contained. 28 

5. Hours of fill operations will be are April through October (depending 29 

on the weather), twenty-four hours a day, Monday through Saturday, no 30 

holiday or Sunday operations.  31 
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6. All trucks and equipment used in these operations shall be muffled so 1 

as not to exceed 88db. 2 

7. Portable restrooms shall be maintained on-site during any periods of pit 3 

operations for employee use.  Such restrooms shall be maintained in a 4 

sanitary condition at all times.  5 

8. Annually an inspection report prepared by an Alaskan registered and 6 

professional engineer will identify the location and extent of the 7 

backfill as it relates to the fill being placed. This report to be submitted 8 

December 31 of each year to the Zoning Enforcement Officer and 9 

reviewed by the Municipal Engineer for compliance to these conditions 10 

of approval. 11 

9. The fill operator shall provide log books with dates, time and material 12 

dumped, to be available upon request of Public Works, Building Safety 13 

and Zoning Enforcement.  14 

10. Upon determination by Zoning Enforcement that a major violation of 15 

the conditions of approval is ongoing, by the filling of this property 16 

with other than structure soils and concrete the use shall be suspended 17 

until the major violation has been corrected.  18 

Section 7.  The Director of the Planning Department shall change the zoning map 19 

accordingly. 20 

Section 8.  This ordinance shall take effect immediately upon passage and approval by 21 

the Anchorage Assembly.  22 

PASSED AND APPROVED by the Anchorage assembly this ____ day of _______ 2008. 23 

_______________________ 24 

Chair of the Assembly 25 

ATTEST: 26 

____________________ 27 

Municipal Clerk 28 
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